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(Putting the performance in performance assessment!)

• Fledgling Information Literacy
Program struggles to find
assessment process that meets
needs.
• Turns learning outcomes into
performance assessments
against all odds.
• Scores big with analytic rubrics!

• Public land grant research extensive, university
• 5 professional schools on same
campus
• 2014/15 Enrollment - 30,131
• First Year Students - 5,185

• 2006 through 2011 - University
of Kentucky and its Libraries
undergoing change
• AY 2012/2013 - 10 year
reaffirmation preparations
• Assessment on everyone’s
mind

CC BY 2.0 R/DV/RS. https://www.flickr.com/photos/redvers/532076662/

•Librarians
•Faculty/Instructors/TAs
•Students
•Office of Assessment
•General Education Oversight Committee
•SACS

Information
Literacy became
one of the design
principles of the
Core.

Information literacy, in particular the ability to search, sort
through, validate, and make sense of ever expanding, electronically
available data resources, is fundamental to both effective

communication and quantitative reasoning.

You can’t
do that!

• Learning Outcomes
• Rubrics
• Research Exercise
• Teach
• Rewrite
• Teach
• Rewrite
CC BY 2.0 http://www.utexas.edu/cola/files/maWqmqaYqg

4 Evaluates information
effectively
Types of information sources
include:
books, articles
(scholarly, trade, or popular), web
sites, primary source materials,
videos, audio/sound recordings,
images, etc.

0 Emerging
Does not identify the type of
information source or identifies
inaccurately.

1 Developing
Identifies the type of information
source accurately.

Does not show evidence of
Shows evidence of minimal
examining source and applying
examination of source. Applies
evaluative criteria (i.e. authority,
partial evaluative criteria (i.e.
currency, reliability, accuracy,
authority, currency, reliability,
relevance, context, purpose or bias) accuracy, relevance, context,
purpose or bias)

2 Proficient

3 Distinguished

Identifies the type of information Identifies the type of information
source accurately.
source accurately.
Examines source and applies
evaluative criteria (i.e. authority,
currency, reliability, accuracy,
relevance, context, purpose or
bias)

Examines source and applies
evaluative criteria (i.e. authority,
currency, reliability, accuracy,
relevance, context, purpose or bias)

Articulates the relevance
between selected source and
topic.

Articulates the relevance between
selected source and topic.
Uses specific criteria to provide a
rationale for selecting the source.

Use to…
4 Evaluates
information
effectively

0 Emerging

1 Developing

2 Proficient

3 Distinguished

1. Inform instruction design
2. Focus on specific LO /
research skill
3. Align assessment questions
4. Identify performance level

• Assignment + Discussion with
course instructor + Timing =
Learning Outcome
• Learning Outcome + Assignment =
Assessment

Student Learning Outcomes

Course Research Assignment

1.

Students will be able to define an
information need in order to
construct an effective research
strategy.

2.

Students will be able to construct an
effective research strategy in order
to identify and select relevant
information sources.

3.

Students will be able to identify and
select relevant information sources
in order to evaluate, synthesize and
draw conclusions.

4.

Students will be able to evaluate,
synthesize and draw conclusions in
order to analyze and interpret
information.

For the major project in this course, you be investigating an issue of personal and/or
public concern.
You will begin by doing preliminary research to discover a topic that interests you.

After doing some research on your proposed
topic, you will choose an issue of significant
impact. As you continue to learn about your final
topic, you will narrow your focus and develop
your questions through research and inquiry.
Your goal is to guide others through your research and present your findings in the
most compelling way possible. Your paper must be a minimum of 2,500 words and
conform to MLA formatting.

1. Write clear questions
(May seem simple to you, but not to your students.)

2. Use language from
assignment

3. Use language from rubric

National/International Issue Paper
( Annotated Bibliography Assignment)

Identify a controversial issue of national or
international importance

Create an annotated bibliography
Provide annotations for 5 credible sources
Include:
APA citation for the source

Sentence summary of the source
Sentence about the credibility of the source
CC BY 2.0 https://www.flickr.com/photos/fibonacciblue/8736454877

Sentence explaining how you plan to use the source in
your paper.

Q4 (In the box below, please list the keywords or
Q3 (What are the major concepts of your research
key phrases that you used to locate information on
question? Think about the important ideas and
your research question. Refer to your Keywords
Score
related issues that you want to talk about in your
Worksheet. Remember to include all major
research and write them here. )
concepts of your topic!)
Why does "Body Image in Today's Society" not seem
so important in today's world?. How an individual
feels within themselves is very important, I feel that
it is more of a negative concept in our world today.
With that being said, in my research I would want to
relate eating disorders and depression into my
research since these ideas fit into my topic.

I looked for statistics and important facts on my
topic. Also, I used the key phrases/words such as:
negative effects on men and women, eating
disorders, depression, and I also researched/used:
why do our peers as well as social media have such a
impact on this topic?

What is organic food? How do organic foods
influence your health? How do organic foods
influence the environment?

GMO, Nutrition, Vegetables Environment, organic,
management organic, health, benefits

1

3

Major concepts for my research question are the
safety of vaccinations, religious beliefs for or against
mandatory vaccinations, the governments control
and impact towards the vaccinations, and other
-measles -autism -child vaccination -public opinion countries impact on the decisions made on the topic. government -religion -safety

1. Score exercises

2. Compile data
3. Summarize and report

2

4. Use assessment data to improve

• Students benefit
• Teaching improves
• Collaborations increase

Mary J. Allen, Assessing General Education Programs (2006)
CC BY-NC-SA 2.0 Amanda Westmont. https://www.flickr.com/photos/mandajuice/562954687/1
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